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Background-—The American Heart Association recommends use of physiologic feedback when available to optimize chest
compression delivery. We compared hemodynamic parameters during cardiopulmonary resuscitation in which either end-tidal
carbon dioxide (ETCO2) or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) levels were used to guide chest compression delivery after asphyxial
cardiac arrest.

Methods and Results-—One- to 2-week-old swine underwent a 17-minute asphyxial-fibrillatory cardiac arrest followed by
alternating 2-minute periods of ETCO2-guided and DBP-guided chest compressions during 10 minutes of basic life support and
10 minutes of advanced life support. Ten animals underwent resuscitation. We found significant changes to ETCO2 and DBP levels
within 30 s of switching chest compression delivery methods. The overall mean ETCO2 level was greater during ETCO2-guided
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (26.4�5.6 versus 22.5�5.2 mm Hg; P=0.003), whereas the overall mean DBP was greater during
DBP-guided cardiopulmonary resuscitation (13.9�2.3 versus 9.4�2.6 mm Hg; P=0.003). ETCO2-guided chest compressions
resulted in a faster compression rate (149�3 versus 120�5 compressions/min; P=0.0001) and a higher intracranial pressure
(21.7�2.3 versus 16.0�1.1 mm Hg; P=0.002). DBP-guided chest compressions were associated with a higher myocardial
perfusion pressure (6.0�2.8 versus 2.4�3.2; P=0.02) and cerebral perfusion pressure (9.0�3.0 versus 5.5�4.3; P=0.047).

Conclusions-—Using the ETCO2 or DBP level to optimize chest compression delivery results in physiologic changes that are
method-specific and occur within 30 s. Additional studies are needed to develop protocols for the use of these potentially
conflicting physiologic targets to improve outcomes of prolonged cardiopulmonary resuscitation. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2018;7:
e009728. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.009728.)
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C ardiac arrest occurs in 2% of patients admitted to the
pediatric intensive care unit.1,2 Neurologically intact

survival after in-hospital pediatric cardiac arrest has improved
since 2000,3 but mortality (35%–67%) and unfavorable
neurologic outcome (17%–53% of survivors) remain high.2,4–8

Use of physiologic feedback to guide and personalize
resuscitative efforts may be a strategy to improve outcome.

The American Heart Association (AHA) recommends the
use of physiologic feedback, including end-tidal CO2 (ETCO2)
and invasive hemodynamic monitoring, when available, to
optimize resuscitation.9 Studies are still needed to determine
which physiologic feedback techniques are most beneficial.

Because of its continuous real-time availability, ETCO2 has
great potential for use as physiologic feedback during
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). ETCO2 is a noninvasive
marker of pulmonary blood flow and linearly correlates with
cardiac output during low-flow states, including during
CPR.10–15 Higher initial and mean ETCO2 levels during CPR
are associated with return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC)
and survival.16–19 Use of ETCO2 to monitor quality of CPR in
adults is associated with improved rates of ROSC.20 We have
developed an ETCO2-guided chest compression delivery
model that was shown to increase the rate of ROSC after
prolonged asphyxial cardiac arrest in neonatal swine.21 This
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model can be used as a comparator for other methods of
physiologic feedback to gain further understanding of their
applications.

Myocardial perfusion during CPR occurs during the relax-
ation (diastolic) phase of chest compression delivery and
must be adequate to achieve ROSC. Survival in both
preclinical and clinical studies of cardiac arrest is associated
with increased relaxation/diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and/
or myocardial perfusion pressure (MPP) during CPR.22–27 A
method of hemodynamic-directed CPR that used systolic
pressure to guide chest compression delivery and diastolic
pressure to guide epinephrine delivery improved survival in
preclinical models.28–32

To our knowledge, the use of DBP-guided chest compres-
sion delivery has not been described. In this study, we
compared our previous method of ETCO2-guided chest
compression delivery with DBP-guided chest compression
delivery. Our primary objective was to characterize and
compare chest compression delivery and physiologic param-
eters using discrete epochs of ETCO2-guided resuscitation
alternated with DBP-guided resuscitation in a neonatal swine
model of prolonged asphyxial-fibrillatory cardiac arrest.

Methods
All data and materials have been made publicly available at
the Open Science Framework and can be accessed at DOI 10.
17605/osf.io/uf984.

Model Justification
We chose swine because the size and shape of the thorax is
comparable to that of a neonate and allows CPR delivery using
the 2-thumb-encircling hands technique. Moreover, the 2-
week-old piglet approximates a neonate’s size and weight of 3
to 4 kg. In adult swine, the chest wall mechanics during CPR
compare favorably with those of humans.33 We chose an
asphyxial model because the leading cause of pediatric
cardiac arrest is respiratory compromise.5,6

Animal Preparation
All studies were carried out with approval by the Animal Care
and Use Committee at the Johns Hopkins University in
accordance with institutional guidelines. The protocol used
was similar to those we have described previously.21,34 Ten
male Yorkshire swine (7–14 days old, 3–4 kg) received anes-
thesia with 2% isoflurane, 70% nitrous oxide, and 30% oxygen. A
4.0 cuffed tracheal tube was secured via tracheostomy. A
femoral venous catheter was advanced to the midthoracic vena
cava for administration of sedation and epinephrine, and for
measurement of central venous pressure (CVP). A femoral
artery catheter was advanced to the midthoracic aorta for
continuous hemodynamic monitoring and blood gas determi-
nations. A pacing wire was placed through the other femoral
vein and advanced until ventricular irritation confirmed right
ventricular placement. A sagittal sinus catheter was placed
through a burr hole at the bregma to measure intracranial
pressure (ICP) and to obtain venous blood gases. The antero-
posterior chest diameter was measured before cardiac arrest
and at the end of the experiment to determine compression-
induced chest wall deformity. After the surgery was complete,
fentanyl (10 lg/kg) and vecuronium (0.3 mg/kg) were admin-
istered and isoflurane was discontinued. Additional doses of
fentanyl were administered as needed during postsurgical
stabilization. Rectal temperature was maintained at the normal
swine core temperature of 38°C to 39°C with a heating pad.
Pressure-controlled ventilation was adjusted to maintain a
PaCO2 of 35 to 45 mm Hg at a rate of 20 breaths per minute
during surgery and stabilization. We replaced the nitrous oxide
with room air and decreased the FiO2 from 0.30 to 0.21 to
ensure normoxia before initiating cardiac arrest. Once the
asphyxia began, no further anesthetics were administered. Vital
signs, including ETCO2, DBP, mean arterial blood pressure
(MAP), CVP, ICP, heart rate or compression rate, and rectal
temperature were recorded before protocol initiation (baseline)
and at 30-s intervals during asphyxia and resuscitation.

Experimental Protocol
A timeline of the experimental protocol is provided in
Figure 1. We produced a 17-minute asphyxial-fibrillatory

Clinical Perspective

What Is New?

• During cardiopulmonary resuscitation after asphyxial car-
diac arrest, chest compression delivery can be quickly
altered to optimize end-tidal carbon dioxide or diastolic
blood pressure.

• These 2 methods of real-time physiologic feedback produce
unique changes in clinically important resuscitation
variables.

• End-tidal carbon dioxide–guided chest compression delivery
results in a faster compression rate and higher intracranial
pressure, whereas diastolic blood pressure–guided chest
compressions are associated with higher myocardial and
cerebral perfusion pressures.

What Are the Clinical Implications?

• The use of end-tidal carbon dioxide or diastolic blood
pressure level to guide chest compression delivery results in
hemodynamic changes that are method-specific and war-
rants further study before the development of personalized
resuscitation protocols.
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arrest by clamping the endotracheal tube for 11 minutes and
then inducing 6 minutes of ventricular fibrillation by applying
50 mA of alternating current via the femoral pacing wire. We
added fibrillation to prevent ROSC from interfering with the
planned 20 minutes of physiologic data collection during CPR.
We chose to fibrillate at 11 minutes because most piglets had
become pulseless and the interval is sufficiently brief that the
ventricular fibrillation produced is coarse and easy to confirm
on an ECG. After 17 minutes of asphyxia, pediatric basic life
support (BLS) with chest compression and mechanical
ventilation was initiated. Mechanical ventilation was provided
with an FiO2 of 1.0 at the pre-arrest rate of 20 beats per
minute and the pre-arrest inspiratory pressure with pressure-
controlled ventilation to maintain normoxia and normocapnia
as documented on baseline laboratory evaluation. The venti-
lation rate of 20 breaths per minute is higher than that
recommended by the AHA, but in this model, we have found
that the higher rate offsets the reduced tidal volumes
produced when using pressure-limited ventilation during
resuscitation. Chest compressions were performed with a 2-
thumb-encircling hands technique, and compressors switched
every 2 minutes as per AHA guidelines.9 A coach critiqued the
compressors in real time to limit leaning and incomplete chest
recoil during resuscitation.

During the 2-minute intervals of ETCO2-guided chest
compression delivery, Compressor A maximized ETCO2 to
the highest obtainable value (no specific numeric goal) by
changing the chest compression rate, force, depth, and thumb
positioning. Compressor A was blinded to DBP, MAP, CVP,
and ICP. During the 2-minute intervals of DBP-guided chest
compression delivery, Compressor B maximized DBP to the
highest obtainable value (no specific numeric goal) by
changing the chest compression rate, force, depth, and
thumb positioning. Compressor B was blinded to ETCO2, MAP,
CVP, and ICP. The sequence of Compressor A delivering
2 minutes of ETCO2-guided CPR followed by Compressor B

delivering 2 minutes of DBP-guided CPR was repeated for 5
periods to total 20 minutes of CPR (Figure 1).

To compare the effects of BLS and advanced life support
(ALS) on the 2 chest compression methods, we included
10 minutes of BLS (no epinephrine administration) followed
by 10 minutes of ALS (with epinephrine administration) in the
20 minutes of CPR. During ALS, epinephrine (300 lg) was
administered via the midthoracic venous catheter at 10, 14,
and 18 minutes of CPR (Figure 1). Each dose was followed by
a 10-mL normal saline bolus to ensure delivery and circula-
tion. Because our goal was to obtain physiologic data
throughout the entire resuscitation, no attempts at defibril-
lation were made. Physiologic data were collected at baseline
and at 30-s intervals during asphyxia and resuscitation.
Arterial and venous blood gases were examined at baseline,
10 minutes of asphyxia, and 8 and 20 minutes of CPR. We
performed autopsies on all animals to determine resuscita-
tion-related injuries, including superficial liver injury, superfi-
cial cardiac injury, atelectasis, and hemothorax.

Statistical Analysis
Physiologic data are presented as mean�SEM. The MPP was
calculated as DBP minus diastolic CVP. Systemic perfusion
pressure was calculated as MAP minus mean CVP. Cerebral
perfusion pressure (CPP) was calculated as MAP minus the
greater of ICP or mean CVP. Because the ICP was almost
universally higher, it was used for standardization of CPP.
Differences in physiologic data during ETCO2-guided and DBP-
guided chest compression delivery were evaluated by paired t
test of averages during BLS, ALS, and the entire resuscitation.
Two-tailed P≤0.05 were considered significant. All data were
analyzed in Stata (Version 14; StataCorp LLC, College Station,
TX).

Data were analyzed during 3 distinct timeframes, including
BLS, ALS, and the entire 20-minute resuscitation. Data

Figure 1. Experimental timeline in minutes. ALS indicates advanced life support; BLS, basic life support; ETCO2, end-tidal carbon dioxide; ETT,
endotracheal tube; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; VF, ventricular fibrillation.
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analysis included all 4 data points during each 2-minute
epoch. We excluded data from the first minute of CPR (which
represented recovery from hypercarbia and falsely elevated
ETCO2) and from the first minute of ALS (which represented
initial epinephrine administration and not hemodynamics
produced by the CPR method).

Results
Ten animals underwent cardiac arrest and resuscitation. Data
collection was complete with the following exceptions. The
sagittal venous catheter malfunctioned midexperiment in 1
animal, preventing collection of venous blood gas data after
the baseline. In another animal, the arterial line malfunctioned
and the experiment was terminated early after 14 minutes of
resuscitation. Data for the first 14 minutes of resuscitation
were included in the analyses. Finally, diastolic CVP was not
recorded for 2 animals, preventing calculation of MPP.
Therefore, diastolic CVP and MPP data were available for
only 8 animals, whereas all other data were available for 10
animals.

Physiologic data at baseline (pre-arrest) are shown in
Table 1. Baseline data were within normal limits for swine.
Clamping the endotracheal tube for asphyxia produced a
mean arterial pH of 6.84�0.04, a PaCO2 of 126�5 mm Hg,
and a PaO2 of 10�2 mm Hg after 10 minutes. Eight minutes
of resuscitation with chest compressions and mechanical
ventilation improved arterial pH to 7.11�0.04, PaCO2 to
36�6 mm Hg, and PaO2 to 147�28 mm Hg. At 20 minutes
of CPR, the arterial pH was 6.95�0.03, PaCO2 was 48�7 mm
Hg, and PaO2 was 155�28 mm Hg.

At the initiation of CPR, ETCO2 exceeded the upper limit of
detection by capnography (99 mm Hg, not shown). By 30 s of
CPR, the mean ETCO2 had declined to 57�4 mm Hg (not
shown), and at 1 minute it was 33�4 mm Hg (Figure 2A and
Figure S1A). The ETCO2 level was significantly higher during
ETCO2-guided chest compressions than during DBP-guided
chest compressions over the entire resuscitation (26.4�5.6
versus 22.5�5.2 mm Hg; P=0.003; Table 2, excluding the
first minute of CPR). Mean ETCO2 was also significantly higher
with ETCO2-guided than with DBP-guided chest compressions
during both BLS (P<0.0001) and ALS (P=0.0008; Table 2).
The changes in ETCO2 level were consistent during chest
compression delivery optimizing ETCO2 (Figure 2A and Fig-
ure S1A). The improvement in mean ETCO2 level produced by
ETCO2-guided chest compressions during the 4 to 6-, 8 to 10-,
12 to 14-, and 16 to 18-minute periods was 8.2�1.7 mm Hg
(8.0�1.6, 7.9�1.9, 9.1�1.5, and 7.5�1.9 mm Hg, respec-
tively). Approximately half of the improvement in mean ETCO2

occurred during the first 30 s of ETCO2-guided CPR in each of
the 4 periods analyzed (3.8�1.1 mm Hg). These improve-
ments in the ETCO2 level during ETCO2-guided chest

compression were unchanged by the switch from BLS to
ALS. The compression rate was significantly greater during
ETCO2 guidance than during DBP-guided CPR (149�3/min
versus 120�5/min; P=0.0001; Table 2). The average
increase in compression rate to produce the increase in
ETCO2 was 29�5 compressions/min (Table 2). Intracranial
pressure was greater during ETCO2 guidance than during DBP
guidance (P=0.002; Table 2). The increases in compression
rate and mean ICP were apparent during both BLS and ALS.
MAP was significantly greater with ETCO2 guidance during
ALS (P=0.03; Table 2). Systemic perfusion pressure, MAP, and
mean CVP did not differ significantly between ETCO2 and DBP
guidance (Table 2).

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics

Parameter All (n=10)

Weight, kg 3.74�0.05

HR, bpm 218�15

ETCO2, mm Hg 47�2

DBP, mm Hg 72�5

MAP, mm Hg 87�5

dCVP*, mm Hg 6.6�0.6

mCVP, mm Hg 7.4�0.5

MPP*, mm Hg 66�6

SPP, mm Hg 80�5

ICP, mm Hg 11�1

CPP, mm Hg 76�6

Temperature, °C 38.7�0.2

pHa 7.37�0.01

pHv 7.31�0.02

PaCO2, mm Hg 43�1

PvCO2, mm Hg 50�2

PaO2, mm Hg 89�6

PvO2, mm Hg 34�4

BEa �0.5�0.8

BEv �0.7�1.2

SaO2, % 94�2

SvO2, % 50�6

Hb, g/dL 10.7�0.4

Data were collected before asphyxia and are shown as mean� SEM. BEa indicates base
excess arterial; BEv, base excess venous; bpm, beats per minute; CPP, cerebral perfusion
pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; dCVP, diastolic central venous pressure; ETCO2,
end-tidal carbon dioxide; Hb, hemoglobin; HR, heart rate; ICP, intracranial pressure; MAP,
mean arterial blood pressure; mCVP, mean central venous pressure; MPP, myocardial
perfusion pressure; PaCO2, arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure; PaO2, arterial oxygen
partial pressure; pHa, arterial pH; pHv, venous pH; PvCO2, venous carbon dioxide partial
pressure; PvO2, venous oxygen partial pressure; SaO2, arterial oxygen saturation; SPP,
systemic perfusion pressure; SvO2, venous oxygen saturation.
*Data were available for only 8 animals.
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DBP increased during DBP-guided chest compression
delivery and was greater than that achieved with ETCO2

guidance during both BLS and ALS (P=0.004 and P=0.02,
respectively). Mean DBP was 13.9�2.3 mm Hg during DBP-
guided CPR and 9.4�2.6 mm Hg during ETCO2-guided CPR
(P=0.003; Table 2) over the entire 20 minutes of resuscita-
tion (excluding minute 10 to 11 of CPR after the initial
epinephrine dose was administered). The improvement in
mean DBP produced by DBP-guided chest compressions
during the 2 to 4-, 6 to 8-, 14 to 16-, and 18 to 20-minute
epochs was 2.8�2.1 mm Hg (4.9�1.5, 0.6�2.4, 2.3�2.8,
and 3.1�1.2 mm Hg, respectively). We excluded the period
from 10 to 12 minutes because of the dramatic effect of the
initial epinephrine dose. The improvement in DBP with DBP-
guided chest compression was similar during BLS and ALS,
but DBP was improved with both methods during ALS after
the initiation of epinephrine (Figure 2B and Figure S1B). All
the increase in DBP occurred in the first 30 s after the change
to DBP-guided chest compression delivery (3.5�1.6 mm Hg).
During DBP-guided chest compressions, MPP increased
significantly (6.0�2.8 versus 2.4�3.2 mm Hg; P=0.02;
Table 2). This elevation in MPP was present during both
BLS and ALS (P=0.04 and P=0.02, respectively). DBP-guided
chest compression delivery also produced an increase in CPP
(9.0�3.0 versus 5.5�4.3 mm Hg; P=0.047; Table 2).

Autopsy findings were not different from those of our
previous studies with experimental or standard CPR.21,34 The
average chest deformity (change in pre-arrest to post-
resuscitation anteroposterior chest diameter) was
1.6�0.2 cm (14% of baseline diameter). Nine animals (90%)
developed atelectasis, 6 (60%) developed epicardial hemor-
rhages along the anterior surface parallel to the coronary
artery, 1 (10%) developed a hemothorax, and no animal
developed superficial liver laceration.

Discussion
This study provides an initial description of the use of DBP to
optimize chest compression delivery and is the first, to our
knowledge, to compare the use of ETCO2 and DBP as real-
time physiologic feedback for chest compression guidance
during CPR in a neonatal animal model. By alternating
between these 2 methods of guided chest compression
delivery, we showed (1) that each produces effects on
clinically important resuscitation variables, (2) that chest
compression delivery can be optimized to quickly improve
the targeted physiologic variable, and (3) that changes to
important hemodynamic variables during CPR vary by the
guidance method used. We used the ETCO2 level during CPR
as 1 physiologic target for chest compression delivery
because it represents the blood flow through the lungs and
is a surrogate for the systemic perfusion produced by

resuscitative efforts.11 We compared it with DBP as a
physiologic target for chest compression delivery because
DBP is a surrogate for the myocardial perfusion produced by
resuscitative efforts and is critical to achieving ROSC.22,26

The finding that these 2 chest compression methods can
produce rapid, clinically relevant effects on important resus-
citation variables indicates their potential to individualize and
optimize chest compression delivery during prolonged
resuscitation.

As previously shown, ETCO2 is not an accurate guide for
chest compression delivery immediately after asphyxia, but by
1 minute of resuscitation it decreases to a reliable level that
can be used for feedback.35,36 Figure 2A illustrates that large
and consistent changes in the ETCO2 level were possible
during the last 4 periods of ETCO2-guided chest compression
delivery. The ETCO2 level during ETCO2-guided chest com-
pression delivery increased by �8 mm Hg (range, 7.5–
9.1 mm Hg) without influence by the transition from BLS to
ALS. These increases in ETCO2 were likely because of an
increase in compression rate (Table 2 and Figure 2C) and
force (inferred by increases in MAP and ICP; Table 2 and
Figure 2D and 2I). This finding is consistent with our previous
work in which ETCO2-guided chest compression delivery
resulted in a chest compression rate of 143�10/min.21 In
that study, ETCO2-guided CPR resulted in an ETCO2 level
>30 mm Hg over 20 minutes of CPR despite a more
significant injury (20 minutes of asphyxia).21 In the current
study, ETCO2 levels did not reach >30 mm Hg, probably
because we limited each compression method to 2-minute
epochs. In the previous study, we found that ETCO2-guided
chest compression delivery improved DBP, CPP, systemic
perfusion pressure, and achievement of ROSC compared with
20 minutes of standard CPR (no physiologic feedback). Our
experience is that ETCO2-guided chest compression delivery
is an easily applied physiologic feedback method when
invasive monitoring is not available. Because ETCO2-guided
chest compression delivery appears to enhance systemic
perfusion more than myocardial perfusion,21 it is important to
understand how this method compares with techniques
intended to improve myocardial perfusion, such as DBP-
guided CPR.

Several swine studies have shown that the use of
physiologic feedback to provide hemodynamic-directed CPR
improves myocardial perfusion and outcome compared with
standard CPR.28–32 The hemodynamic-directed CPR described
in those studies used systolic blood pressure as the target for
chest compression depth and coronary perfusion pressure as
the target for epinephrine administration. A technique that
alters chest compression delivery to maximize DBP may not
be as effective as one that alters the epinephrine adminis-
tration interval to improve DBP, but it has the potential for
additive benefit. Furthermore, understanding the development
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Figure 2. Hemodynamic variables during cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Hemodynamic vari-
ables were measured during basic life support (min 0–10) and advanced life support (min 10.5–20)
as CPR was delivered with ETCO2-guided chest compression (blue circles) and DBP-guided chest
compression (red squares). Each data point represents the mean value at 30-s intervals. Open
circles along the x-axis represent epinephrine administration at 10, 14, and 18 min of CPR. A, End-
tidal CO2 (ETCO2). B, Diastolic blood pressure (DBP). C, Compression rate (CR) in beats per minute
(bpm). D, Mean arterial pressure (MAP). E, Mean central venous pressure (mCVP). F, Diastolic
central venous pressure (dCVP). G, Systemic perfusion pressure (SPP). H, Myocardial perfusion
pressure (MPP). I, Mean intracranial pressure (ICP). J, Cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP).
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of a DBP-guided chest compression method may advance our
understanding of the use and interactions of techniques of
physiologic feedback during prolonged resuscitation.

The use of DBP to guide chest compression delivery can be
confounded by the response to endogenous or exogenous
epinephrine. Previously, we found that when standard CPR
was used, DBP measurements during BLS improved during the
first 2 minutes of chest compression delivery, plateaued at 3
to 4 minutes, and then decreased without improvement until
the initiation of ALS.21 We believe that this brief improvement
in DBP during the first few minutes of BLS corresponds with
distribution of endogenous epinephrine by the initiation of
chest compressions and that the effect subsides until the
administration of exogenous epinephrine during ALS. These
epinephrine-induced changes in DBP at the beginning of BLS
and after epinephrine administration likely need to be
anticipated to prevent confusion with improved chest com-
pression delivery. The average DBP during ALS in the DBP-
guided group was 18.4 mm Hg, which is below the AHA’s
recommended target of 25 to 30 mm Hg in humans37 and
lower than the baseline DBP in these swine. We believe that
this suboptimal DBP likely reflects the prolonged duration of
cardiac arrest, as well as the crossover design with artificially
short 2-minute epochs of DBP-guided chest compression
delivery.

The use of a slower compression rate and likely less
compression force during DBP-guided chest compression, as
judged by lower mean MAP, mean CVP, and ICP (Table 2),
supports the possibility that rapid, forceful compressions
generated during ETCO2-guided chest compression limit
cardiac filling and therefore DBP.38 Similarly, studies of
hemodynamic-directed CPR found that the chest compression
depth needed to improve systolic blood pressure was less
than that used for standard CPR.28–32 By varying the
compression rate and force in this neonatal model of
asphyxial cardiac arrest, we improved DBP by �3 mm Hg
using DBP guidance and improved ETCO2 by �8 mm Hg using
ETCO2 guidance, changes that were statistically, and maybe
clinically, significant. The finding that, in this model, increas-
ing the rate and force of compressions improves ETCO2 but
possibly at the expense of DBP, and that reduction in rate and
force improves DBP but possibly at the expense of ETCO2,
needs further study and clinical confirmation. With both
methods used in this study, the compression rate was greater
than that recommended by the AHA for standard CPR.9 We
did not attempt to compare outcomes, but our previous study
found that the faster rate and greater force required to
optimize ETCO2-guided chest compression delivery improved
short-term survival over standard CPR in this model.21

Outcomes from DBP-guided chest compression delivery have
yet to be examined.

In clinical practice, several physiologic targets may be
available for feedback during CPR. A child who has cardiac
arrest in the intensive care unit after cardiac surgery often has
monitoring that could be used to assess DBP, MPP, ETCO2,

Table 2. Hemodynamic Results for the Entire Resuscitation,
Basic Life Support and Advanced Life Support

Parameter
ETCO2-Guided
(n=10)

DBP-Guided
(n=10) P Value

Entire resuscitation

ETCO2, mm Hg 26.4�5.6 22.5�5.2 0.003

DBP, mm Hg 9.4�2.6 13.9�2.3 0.003

Comp/min 149�3 120�5 0.0001

MAP, mm Hg 27.3�3.6 24.9�3.0 0.08

dCVP*, mm Hg 8.4�0.6 8.3�0.4 0.63

mCVP, mm Hg 14.8�1.3 13.5�0.9 0.06

MPP*, mm Hg 2.4�3.2 6.0�2.8 0.02

SPP, mm Hg 12.5�3.8 11.4�2.9 0.41

ICP, mm Hg 21.7�2.3 16.0�1.1 0.002

CPP, mm Hg 5.5�4.3 9.0�3.0 0.047

Basic life support (0–10 min)

ETCO2, mm Hg 25.0�5.4 20.6�5.2 <0.0001

DBP, mm Hg 5.3�2.4 9.6�2.0 0.004

Comp/min 147�3 121�5 0.002

MAP, mm Hg 22.5�3.1 19.9�2.6 0.11

dCVP*, mm Hg 7.8�0.8 7.7�0.4 0.85

mCVP, mm Hg 14.0�1.2 12.5�0.7 0.045

MPP*, mm Hg �1.1�3.1 2.4�2.5 0.04

SPP, mm Hg 8.5�3.2 7.4�2.6 0.39

ICP, mm Hg 19.9�2.3 14.8�1.2 0.004

CPP, mm Hg 2.6�3.8 5.2�2.8 0.11

Advanced life support (10.5–20 min)

ETCO2, mm Hg 28.6�6.1 24.5�5.5 0.0008

DBP, mm Hg 15.3�3.0 18.4�2.6 0.02

Comp/min 152�4 121�4 <0.0001

MAP, mm Hg 34.3�4.6 30.5�3.5 0.03

dCVP*, mm Hg 9.3�0.5 8.8�0.4 0.054

mCVP, mm Hg 15.8�1.4 14.3�1.0 0.04

MPP*, mm Hg 7.3�3.7 10.0�3.2 0.02

SPP, mm Hg 18.5�4.9 16.2�3.6 0.19

ICP, mm Hg 24.4�2.3 17.2�1.1 0.0007

CPP, mm Hg 9.9�5.0 13.4�3.4 0.11

Data represent the cumulative 30-s values during the entire 20 min of cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, the 10 min of basic life support, or the 10 min of advanced life support
and are shown as mean�SEM. Comp/min indicates compressions per minute; CPP,
cerebral perfusion pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; dCVP, diastolic central
venous pressure; ETCO2, end-tidal carbon dioxide; ICP, intracranial pressure; MAP, mean
arterial blood pressure; mCVP, mean central venous pressure; MPP, myocardial perfusion
pressure; SPP, systemic perfusion pressure.
*Data were available for only 8 animals.
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and cerebral oximetry. Each of these variables could be used
as physiologic feedback to assess the quality of resuscitation
during prolonged CPR. The DBP and MPP provide information
about myocardial perfusion and the likelihood of ROSC, the
ETCO2 provides information about systemic perfusion and
likelihood of response to epinephrine, and the cerebral
saturation levels provide information about cerebral perfusion
and potential neurologic outcome. Understanding how these
3 vital perfusion pressures are affected by changes to chest
compression rate, chest compression force, or epinephrine
administration could help optimize outcome from prolonged
CPR. We have shown here that optimization of 1 physiologic
parameter may result in unexpected, adverse changes to
another. Understanding these interactions could be critically
important to improving outcomes from prolonged resuscita-
tions, such as during transition onto extracorporeal life
support.

The limitations of this study include the preclinical model,
though the piglet’s chest has a shape, size, and compliance
similar to that of a neonate. This anatomy favors the cardiac
pump mechanism of blood flow production during CPR and
would predict a good response to increased compression rate.
This cardiac pump mechanism may be clinically relevant in
neonates and infants or during open chest CPR, but the
findings related to the use of increased compression rate to
optimize ETCO2 may not apply to older patients whose chests
are less compliant. Additional limitations include the potential
for underpowered comparison of some physiologic variables
because of the small sample size and the lack of adjustment
for multiple comparisons in this pilot study. The use of DBP-
guided chest compression delivery in this study requires
vascular access and may only be relevant for patients in the
intensive care unit or operating room who have preexisting
arterial catheters. The lack of an accelerometer that can be
used in a model of this size limited the objective measure-
ment of compression depth or force during the different
methods and necessitated that we infer force from pressure
measurements. This study did not identify any specific
numeric targets for physiologic feedback or outcome data
after resuscitation. Rather, it was meant to provide prelimi-
nary data to characterize and compare the physiologic
changes associated with each of these 2 methods of
physiologic feedback. Despite these limitations, our study
provokes interest in comparing the use of ETCO2 and DBP
targets on resuscitation outcomes and in comparing their use
with physiologic feedback based on cerebral oximetry.

Conclusion
In conclusion, use of real-time physiologic feedback to
optimize ETCO2 or DBP during resuscitation results in
differences in chest compression delivery and clinically

relevant parameters, including MPP, ICP, and CPP. Under-
standing how various methods of physiologic feedback affect
hemodynamic parameters is the first step toward developing
patient-centered resuscitation protocols. Future investigation
is needed to determine long-term outcomes, such as survival
with a good neurologic outcome, using these physiologic
feedback methods.
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Figure S1. Hemodynamic variables during cardiopulmonary resuscitation.   

 

Hemodynamic variables were measured during basic life support (min 0-10) and advanced life 

support (min 10.5-20) as CPR was delivered with ETCO2-guided chest compression (blue 



3 
 

circles) and DBP-guided chest compression (red squares).  Data are presented as mean ± 

standard error of the mean at 30-second intervals.  Open circles along the x-axis represent 

epinephrine administration at 10, 14, and 18 min of CPR.  A, End-tidal CO2 (ETCO2). B, 

Diastolic blood pressure (DBP).  C, Compression rate (CR) in beats per minute (bpm).  D, Mean 

arterial pressure (MAP).  E, Mean central venous pressure (mCVP).  F, Diastolic central venous 

pressure (dCVP).  G, Systemic perfusion pressure (SPP).  H, Myocardial perfusion pressure 

(MPP).  I, Mean intracranial pressure (ICP).  J, Cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP).    

 


